The Wrenthrushes on the study tract called or sang throughout the day. They typically called only once or twice and then were silent for periods of a few minutes to. several hours. Occasionally a bird gave a series of calls spaced at intervals of a few seconds and continuing for several minutes. Songs were heard less frequently than calls, but a series of song figures usually lasted several minutes. Series lasting 2 to 5 minutes were typical, and series lasting 10 minutes were not uncommon. The longest series I heard was from a single bird that sang a figure every 3 to 5 seconds for just over 27 minutes.
I heard several other Wrenthrush vocalizations, but none were as common as the call and song. I provoked a male I had netted into. uttering a number of distress calls. These were rather harsh, rasping sounds that I never heard on another occasion. A female once gave a dry, toneless "chip" while carrying nesting material in her bill headfirst down a mosscovered tree trunk. Except for this single note I did not hear the chip notes mentioned by Morse (1966) . Nestlings less than 5 days old gave thin, high "peep" calls like those of most small birds. Calls of older nestlings were toneless and sounded like a combined hiss and buzz.
GE•R^•. OBS•RV^T•O•S
Zeledonia coronata was difficult to watch in the field. The extremely dense habitat that the birds frequented made collecting data systematically almost impossible. Thus the following statements on Wrenthrush behavior are the synthesis of isolated observations. I regularly encountered solitary Wrenthrushes and occasionally saw or heard two of the birds together. Only two individuals, one male and one female, were present on the study tract. The adjoining ravine, approximately 1 hectare in extent, and the ravine across the road from the tract each had only one pair of the birds. During my study I neither saw nor heard more than two adult Wrenthrushes in any ravine.
The rugged topography near Villa Mills seems to favor this pattern. Ridgetops apparently serve as rather distinct boundaries. The Carretera Interamericana, which transversely bisects many ravines and ridges north of the main mountain ridge, is also an effective boundary. The Wrenthrushes on the study tract foraged throughout the ravine, though they apparently did not forage on the ridgetops, on the roadbank, or into the adjoining ravine. The physiographic boundaries alone seemed to. determine foraging limits on three sides of the tract, but behavioral interaction with the pair in the adjoining ravine may have determined the northern limit.
Several times when one or both birds on the tract were calling or singing I heard one or both Wrenthrushes in the adjoining ravine begin to sing. Sometimes when this happened I could move quickly to near the small waterfall and see one or both birds in the ravine below hopping about as they sang. Though the birds in the adjoining ravine often sang beside the waterfall, the two on the study tract never came closer to it than 10 m. Occasionally all four sang simultaneously, but none showed any obvious excitement; they appeared simply to be foraging as they sang. Singing by the birds on one tract was apparently in direct response to singing by birds on the other. Though I never saw territorial display I believe the countersinging served to maintain the boundary.
The sexes of Zeledonia coronata are identical in plumage and sing with equal proficiency. Only behavior associated with vocalizations provided a clue to sex identification. When one bird called while foraging alone the other sometimes answered in call or song. If the first bird repeated its call, the other often hopped or flew to join it. Color-banding and subsequent collecting showed the bird that moved to join its mate was the male.
The Wrenthrushes I watched foraged only in the herb layer of the forest. On the few occasions when I saw one above that stratum, it was in tangles of vines and epiphytes on the trunks and lower limbs of trees. These tangles had the same apparent denseness as the herb layer and seemed to be, in effect, only vertical extensions of the herb habitat. The birds concentrated their activities in particular portions of the herb layer by consistently selecting concealed rather than exposed foraging sites. They foraged well inside vegetation tangles with foliated exteriors and leafless interiors, while in more uniform vegetation they selected foraging sites that seemed to be as concealed as possible. In stands of mature Chusquea they foraged on or near the ground, but not in the foliage or near the periphery of the stand. Even in places where the herb layer was 0.3 m or less in height, the birds foraged on or near the ground rather than in exposed portions of the vegetation. I measured 25 perches on which I saw the birds; they ranged from 4 to 30 mm (mean = 13 ram) in diameter and 0 ø to 85 ø (mean: 30 ø) in inclination.
Wrenthrushes hop when moving on the ground and from perch to perch. I rarely saw a Wrenthrush use its wings during its hops, but wing-flicking was common. A bird perching or standing between hops sometimes extended and retracted its wings with a rapid flicking motion. The wings were never more than half-spread in these flicks. After one or two quick wing flicks the bird usually hopped to another perch, perhaps wing-flicked again, and then moved on, wing-flicking occasionally as it foraged. This behavior served no obvious display or feeding function. I saw male and female birds flick their wings both when foraging alone and with the other member of the pair.
The Wrenthrush is apparently an extremely weak flier. The birds I A domed nest with an entrance in the side; maximum outside height 20 cm; maximum outside dimension, side to side, 16 cm; maximum outside dimension, front to back, 10 cm; opening 4.5 cm wide by 3.5 cm high; nest cup 7 cm side to side, 5 cm front to back; inside height, floor to roof, 9 cm; floor of nest cup 2.5 cm beloxv rim of opening; roof 4 cm thick; right wall 5 cm thick; left wall 3 cm thick; bottom 7 cm thick; construction material mostly mosses plus a few small leaves and limber twigs, all tightly pressed together; nest cup lined with fine dead plant material, including small fragments of grasses, thi.n shafts of dead and decayed leaves and mosses, and fragments of fragile skeletons of decaying leaves.
As Table 1 The pair continued to forage together and sing frequently after abandoning the nest. I watched them closely for more than a week but saw no The nest contained two young Wrenthrushes. They were altricial and psilopaedic and appeared to be not more than 3 days old. The eyes were still closed. The bills were yellow externally, not well-developed, and lacked any egg tooth. The color of the mouth lining was an orange hue similar to the color of the mouth and of the crown patch in adults. The birds sat side by side in the nest cup facing the opening. When I tapped the nest they gaped toward the opening and gave the peeping sound mentioned earlier. When not gaping and peeping, they rested with their chins on the rim of the nest cup, still facing the opening.
The nature of the site made a blind impractical, so I chose a spot 5 m away near a fallen log where I could remain semiconcealed but still watch the nest. The adults seemed to notice me, however, no matter how still I kept. The female sometimes passed near me, but still she seemed wary. Twice the male (not carrying food) followed the female to the nest, and both times he noticed me and hopped quickly away. As a result I limited observations to 3 hours per day.
Only the female fed the young. She brought insects, including lepidopteran larvae, but I was unable to identify most food items. She brooded the young after most of the feedings. The average of 18 periods of brooding was 14.3 minutes (range 9 to 19). After brooding she flew downhill 8 m or more directly from the nest and then called once or twice. Table 2 show the neossoptile distribution on the younger specimen. On 27 May I collected the adult birds and confirmed my identification of their sexes.
I found a third nest on 26 June in the ravine across the highway from the original study tract. It was similar in construction to the first two and was placed in the center of a vertical, moss-covered bank 1.25 m high by 1.50 m wide. A dense shrub canopy concealed the site, but the nest itself was below this canopy and the space around it was open and leafless. The nest contained two nestlings whose plumage, as compared to that of the previous ones, showed them to be about i0 days old. Again the surroundings were unsuitable for a blind, so I made only daily spot checks on the nestlings and left the nest otherwise undisturbed. By i July the birds were fully feathered, and I collected one for museum preservation. On 3 July, the last day of my study in Villa Mills, I collected the remaining nestling and an adult that was bringing it food. The adult was a male, suggesting that in this successful nesting both parents fed the young.
The juvenals of Zeledonia coronata are pictured in Figure 7 . The 
